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Coffee is the second largest tradded commudity (after oil) 

in the world. Estimated demand of coffee will increase 
every year. On 2016, according to the lates coffee statistic 
from the International Coffee Organization (ICO), there are 
about 1.4 billion cups of coffee a day worldwide that 
consumed. With so many needs of coffee each day, than 
the demand of coffee each day will soar. Than the coffee 
producting country will be affected by both the increase in 
demand for coffees worldwide. 

In 2015, Indonesia has exported 6.390.000 sacks (each 
sacks contained of 60 kg) coffee. That makes Indonesia the 
4

th 
biggest country that export coffee in all over the world. 

The number one still held by brazil for 31.890.000 sacks of 
coffee exported. 

The list of Coffee export can see in the table below. 

 
 

As a leading grower and lover of coffee, Indonesians are 
blessed with varieties of unique and tasty coffees. The 
speciality coffee industry was created on the bassis of 
uniqueness. Generally, Indonesia’s specialty coffee has a 
full body and relatively low addicty. Each region is know 
for a typical cupping profile, although there is a great deal 
of diversity within region. The Specialty coffee Association 
of Indonesia lists these following traits:  

 Sumatera – intense flavor, with cocoa, earth & 
tobacco (Mandheling Coffee & Gayo Coffee) 

 Java – good, heavy body, with lasting finish & 
herbaceous notes (Java Coffee),  

 Bali – Sweeter than other Indonesian coffee, with nut 
and citrus notes (Bali Coffee),  

 Sulawesi – good sweetenes and body, with warm 
spice notes (Toraja Coffee & Kalosi Coffee),  

 Flores – Heavy body, sweetenes, chocolate, and 
tobacco notes ( Flores Coffee & Sumbawa Coffee),  

 Papua – heavy bosy, chocolate, earth, an spicy fiish 
(Papua Coffee) 

 
USA is the biggest Indonesia’s export destination. Based on 
table below, South Korea is in the 22

th
 position for export 

with US$ 10.814 million. 

 

 

 
 

 

 
Korea’s coffee industry has doubled over the past five 
years, seeing an explosion in both import and 
consumption, that makes Korea to its place as 11

th 
largest 

coffee market in the world. South Koreans are now 
amongst the top global consumers of coffee, and the 
country is home to over 12,300 coffee shops. 

 

 
 
Coffee in South Korea mostly come from Brazil. Based on 
the rising demand for coffee in South Korea, thatmaking 
South Korea became one of target import coffee market, 
and Indonesia will try to increase export coffee to South 
Korea. The table below will inform South Korean coffee 
imported commodities. 
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